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Enol and enolates

The negative charge is mainly on oxygen, 
the most electronegative atom.



Enol and enolates



Enol and enolates



Stable equivalents of enolate ions



Enamines



Conjugated additions to enones



Conjugated additions 



1,2-addition and 1,4-addition



Conjugate addition or direct addition?



Conjugate addition or direct addition?



Selectivity



Chemoselectivity and protecting groups



Selectivity

Most organic molecules contain more than one functional group, and
most functional groups can react in more than one way.

Chemoselectivity: which functional group will react?

Regioselectivity: where it will react?

Stereoselectivity: how it will react (stereochemistry)



Selectivity



Carboxylic acid derivatives

Reductions



How to reduce aldehydes and ketones to alcohols

How to reduce esters and amides to alcohols



How to reduce carboxylic acids to alcohols

Chemoselectivity



How to reduce amides to amines

Chemoselectivity



How to reduce esters or amides to aldehydes

This is not a general reaction, and it will depends
on substrate’s “reactivity”



Summary 1



How to reduce α,𝜷-unsaturated 
carbonyl compounds

Chemoselectivity

Luche reduction: Hard, Lewis-acidic
metal salt (CeCl3) in combination
with NaBH4 regioselectively reduces
the carbonyl group.



Hydrogenolysis: breaking C-O and C-N bonds



Summary 2





Protecting Groups

What is a protecting group? 

A protecting group (PG) is a molecular framework that is introduced onto a
specific functional group (FG) in a poly-functional molecule to block its
reactivity under reaction conditions needed to make modifications elsewhere
in the molecule.

R-FG
PG

R-FG-PG

Free Functional Group
(Reactive)

Masked Functional Group
(Unreactive)



Protecting Groups

Qualities of a Good Protecting Group



Protecting Groups



A survey of protecting groups



Protecting groups 1



A survey of protecting groups



Protecting groups 2



Protecting groups 3



Protecting groups 4



Peptide synthesis



Some amino acids



The  (OtBu) protecting group



The Cbz protecting group



The Cbz protecting group



The Boc protecting group



The Fmoc protecting group



Summary





Retrosynthesis: 
a brief introduction

Most of the things we have discussed so far can be summarized
on how to make molecules, that‘s what a Chemist do!!

The question now is 
how to choose a good method to make them?



Vocabulary



Retrosynthetic analysis: synthesis backwards

Synthetic planning starts with the product, which is fixed and
unchangeable, and works backwards towards the starting materials.

An insect repellent



The disconnection approach

The disconnection approach “fraction” the molecule
into smaller starting materials (pieces), and then
combine these by chemical reactions.
It requires a logic based on our chemical knowledge to
choose the suitable starting materials. More than one
approach is usually possible.



Synthons 

Idealized reagents

Herbicide compound



Choosing disconnections 

It kills ticks and mites



Multiple step syntheses: avoid chemoselectivity problems



Functional group interconversion



Functional group interconversion



Amine synthesis by functional group interconversion



Two groups disconnection are better than one

Can you see why C is 
not a good choice?



Two groups disconnection are better than one



Two groups disconnection are better than one



1,3-disconnections

(enolates).



1,3-disconnections



Donors and acceptors synthons



Donors and acceptors synthons



Donors and acceptors synthons



How would you synthesize this compound?





Suggest a method for the synthesis of the following molecules







Show how to prepare the following molecules (several steps, two fragments




